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RXJ1450.5+6403 was deteted as a atalysmi variable (CV) of unknown type duringthe ourse of the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (Chisolm et al. 1999) and has a listed magni-tude range of 16.3{17.1. Its USNO-A2.0 position is � = 14h50m38:s31, Æ = +64Æ03028:006(J2000.0). The objet is idential to FBS 1449+642 in the First Byurakan Spetral SkySurvey of blue stellar objets (Abrahamian & Mikaelian 1994), where it is listed with aspetral type of B1.The May 2000 outburst of RXJ 1450.5+6403 was deteted by Tonny Vanmunster on2000 May 14 (Vanmunster 2000a) and was the �rst-ever sine the disovery of the objet.It was intensively monitored as part of an international observing ampaign by the Centerfor Bakyard Astrophysis (CBA). We report di�erential time-series photometry relatedto this outburst and the detetion of superhumps with a period of 0:0601 (� 0:0002) d, aswell as quasi-periodi osillations.Upon noti�ation of the outburst of RXJ 1450.5+6403, an international observing am-paign was launhed by the CBA. The CBA is a multi-longitude network of professionaland amateur astronomers (Patterson 1998), who study periodi phenomena in atalysmivariables. Sine 1991, the CBA has been engaged in long-term photometri studies of CVs,primarily fousing on binary orbital periods, rotational periods, superhump periods andaretion disk preession periods. Target objets omprise SU UMa-type dwarf novae, in-termediate polars (and DQ Her stars), permanent superhumpers (e.g., nova-like objets)and helium CVs, for whih long, dense time-series di�erential photometry is performed.Target ampaigns and results of the CBA are regularly reviewed on the CBA Web site(http://www.astro.bio2.edu/ba). The CBA ampaign on RXJ 1450.5+6403 aumulated92.5 hours of overage over 12 nights and 6173 datapoints. Contributing stations are listedin Table 1.
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Table 1: Log of photometryMay 2000 Date JD Start1 Length (hr) Telesope2 Points14 5679.3776 5.72 1 24015 5679.6578 6.99 2 46015 5679.7072 3.17 3 35315 5680.3439 6.06 5 39815 5680.3916 5.29 1 20716 5680.6039 5.11 3 62118 5682.6774 4.09 2 4919 5683.6619 7.10 2 13019 5683.6780 5.71 4 99721 5685.6475 7.37 2 13621 5685.8230 3.87 4 118122 5687.4439 3.40 1 14824 5688.8602 2.93 4 46825 5689.8018 3.71 2 4825 5689.8029 3.63 2 4525 5689.8037 3.63 2 4826 5690.6295 4.17 3 33227 5691.6115 3.39 3 18227 5691.6582 7.20 2 1301 2,400,000+2 (1) = CBA Belgium, 0.35-m; (2) = Braeside, 0.41-m;(3) = CBA Maryland, 0.66-m; (4) = MDM, 1.3-m; (5) = Brno, 0.40-m

The outburst detetion was made at CBA Belgium Observatory, one of the mainontributing nodes in the CBA network. The observatory equipment and setup is quiteharateristi for most CBA stations, and therefore is desribed in more detail below.The CBA Belgium Observatory is loated in Flanders, Belgium. The observatorybuilding is a roll-o� roof struture, measuring 3 m by 4 m. Its primary instrumentfor CCD photometry is a 0.35-m f=6:3 Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope, mounted on anAstroTehniek FM-98 German equatorial mount, and equipped with a SBIG ST-7 CCDamera (Kodak KAF-0400 CCD for imaging and Texas Instruments TC211 CCD forguiding). The observatory furthermore houses a laptop omputer, that ontrols telesopeand CCD operations. It is onneted through a 10-Mb network onnetion with a desktopomputer, loated in the house of the observatory owner. The desktop omputer allows fullremote ontrol of the telesope and CCD, and does instantaneous photometry redutionof aquired FITS images. Following software pakages are used:� Camera ontrol, telesope guiding and un�ltered photometri imaging are all doneusing MaxIm DL/CCD (Cyanogen Produtions In.). Images are stored as FITS�les.� All frames use 2 � 2 hip summation and are orreted for standard debiasing andat-�elding. They are redued using the pro�le �tting algorithm (PSF) of MIPS(Buil et al., 1993), immediately following their aquisition.� Output �les with di�erential magnitudes are produed by MIPS and are almost in-stantaneously post-proessed, to allow the generation of quasi-real-time light urves.This is done using the software pakage AfterMips, written by Tonny Vanmunster.
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� Sky onditions are monitored through a speial software pakage, alled StarMon,also written by Tonny Vanmunster. It generates an alarm sound if louds enter theobserving �eld.The desribed set-up allows all-night long autonomous and unattended operation. Theonly human interation required is for opening and losing of the observatory, and initial-isation of the telesope, amera and omputers.Following the detetion of a bright outburst of RXJ 1450.5+6403 at CBA BelgiumObservatory on 2000 May 14/15, time-resolved and di�erential (variable� omparison)CCD photometry was started at this CBA node. Using the AfterMips software pak-age, inoming observations were monitored in a quasi-real-time mode and soon revealedthe development of superhumps in the system (Figure 1). This allowed the immediatelassi�ation of the objet as an SU UMa-type atalysmi variable (Vanmunster 2000b).

Figure 1. Light urve of RXJ1450.5+6403 on 2000, May 14
The objet was intensively monitored by additional observatories of the CBA network(see Table 1). The outburst ontinued till May 28th, 2000, after whih the objet re-turned to quiesene. The May 2000 light urve revealed a fairly onstant superhumppro�le between JD 2451679.3 and 2451680.8. The superhump period slightly inreasedbetween JD 2451682.7 and 2451692.0, and showed a somewhat di�erent pro�le as well.Below, we disuss these two light urve portions separately. A short, normal outburst ofRXJ 1450.5+6403 was furthermore observed on June 25, 2000 (Pavlenko 2000).Observations between JD 2451679.3 and JD 2451680.8. After removing lineartrends in the light urve, we performed a period analysis using the Phase DispersionMinimization (PDM) method (Stellingwerf 1978). The resulting theta diagram is shownin Figure 2. The best superhump period is 0:0601(�0:0002) d. This is one of the shortestsuperhump periods among SU UMa-type dwarf novae. The phase-averaged superhumppro�le folded by this period is shown in Figure 3. The pro�le is that of a typial, well-developed \ommon superhump". The full amplitude is 0.30 mag.These �ndings are onsistent with radial veloity results obtained by J. Thorstensenfrom spetrosopi observations in April 2000 (Thorstensen 2000), when the objet wasat quiesene. His orbital period determination was not onlusive, but showed leadingandidates at 0:d0588 and 0:d0599. Assuming the 0:d0588 value is the most aurate one,then the superhump exess value " is 2.2 perent, where " = (Psh � Porb)=Porb, with Pshand Porb denoting the superhump and orbital period respetively. Thorstensen furtherommented that the RXJ 1450.5+6403 spetrum at minimum light appeared typial ofSU UMa-type dwarf novae.
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Figure 2. Period analysis of RXJ 1450.5+6403 between JD 2451679.3 and JD 2451680.8

Figure 3. Common superhump pro�le of RXJ 1450.5+6403 between JD 2451679.3 and JD 2451680.8
Other photometri observations at quiesene were reported by D. Nogami, on behalfof the Goettingen-HS Survey Collaboration Team (Nogami 2000). Their period analysisyielded a period estimation of 0:d056 with a large error due to short overage, and a 0:m35orbital hump with a 0:m1 mag seondary hump.Observations between JD 2451682.7 and JD 2451692.0. During this stage ofthe outburst, we notied a slight inrease in the superhump period value. Using againthe PDM method, after having removed linear trends, the resulting theta diagram ofFigure 4 is haraterised by a superhump period of 0:0603 (�0:0002) d. The phase pro�lealso hanged during this stage of the outburst, with the superhump still dominating.Although most SU UMa-type dwarf novae show waveform hanges, RXJ 1450.5+6403 hasspent remarkably short time with its maximum light waveform, and quikly hanged toa muh more omplex waveform. Figure 5 depits the phase-averaged superhump pro�lefolded by a period of 0:d0603.Quasi-periodi osillations (QPO's) are brightness variations on a short time sale(1{30 min), with a very low amplitude, appearing as a noisy, broad band in the powerspetrum, that typially is overlooked were it not for the prominene of the osillationsin the light urve (Warner 1995).QPO's �rst beame apparent in the RXJ 1450.5+6403 light urve on May 15th, 2000(Figure 6), being most expliit on the desending branh of the superhumps. They werepresent in the light urves obtained at CBA Belgium, CBA East and Brno Observatory.Their power spetrum showed a main signal at 95 s, and a mean amplitude of 0:m04.Though they ontinued to exist in the following night, the QPO's beame more diÆultto detet and �nally disappeared in overall light urve noise.
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Figure 4. Period analysis of RXJ 1450.5+6403 between JD 2451682.7 and JD 2451692.0

Figure 5. Common superhump pro�le of RXJ 1450.5+6403 between JD 2451682.7 and JD 2451692.0

Figure 6. Light urve by Niholas Copernius Observatory on 2000, May 15
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